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he question was recently asked: Would
McDonald’s be so successful if their

YELLOW
Conveys a sense of playfulness and optimism. It

logo was blue? It’s an interesting question,
and it reflects the importance of color in
branding and marketing. The colors you choose
matter. Are you choosing the right ones?
The importance of color was highlighted in a

is also eye-catching. Hence why yellow is often
used for Post-It notes and caution tape.

ORANGE
Like yellow, orange can create a sense of playfulness and
youth. It is often used for impulse purchases and discounts
(many e-commerce companies use it for their “click to
buy” buttons). Avoid using it for the high-end market.

recent study by Kissmetrics, which found that 85%
of people cite color as the primary reason they buy
a particular product. Kissmetrics also found that ads
produced in color are 42% more likely to be read

RED
Associated with love, but also aggression and danger.
Studies have shown that looking at something red can
actually increase your heart rate and blood pressure.
Believe it or not, red can also make you hungry! That’s why
the backgrounds of many food advertisements are red.

than identical ads printed in black-and-white.
The brain loves color! Why?
• Color grabs attention.

PURPLE
This color is associated with creativity and luxury. Many
people associate it with wealth and even decadence.
Purple can also create a feeling of mystery and romance.

• Color helps us organize, prioritize,
and process information.
• Color helps us make decisions.

BLUE
Creates a sense of stability and responsibility as

Different colors also carry certain meanings, so don’t
just throw them around. Think about the message you
are trying to convey and use color appropriately.
Not all colors are perceived by people the same
way, however, so make sure to test them. Talk to our

well as trust, calm, and honesty. This is why we
often see blue used by financial companies.

WHITE:
White is associated with cleanliness and purity, as well as
minimalism. Currently, minimalism is a hot design trend
in graphic design, as well as in home decor and fashion.

designers to come up with a color strategy, then try
different colors in your images, as accents in your
design, or for your calls to action. Then test, test, test!

BLACK
Also associated with luxury and high-end products.
When we see black, we think sophistication.
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Which colors work best for you? Let’s find out!
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WHAT IS AB TESTING

AND WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
When you want a delicious dessert, you want a
banana split. When you want to improve your
marketing results, you do an AB split.

AB testing (also called split testing) is the process of figuring

else stays the same. Your results come back, and your control

out what design elements work best for your marketing

has a 12% response rate, while the 25% with “limited time offer”

campaigns by testing one element at a time and

has a 16% response rate. That’s a 33% lift over the control.

comparing it against a control. AB splits can be used

Not only do AB splits tell you what works, but they also

to test a wide variety of elements: messaging, design

tell you what doesn’t. Say you want to test the background

elements, CTA, colors, and timing, among others.

color. On your control, you use orange, but on your test,

Let’s say you want to test your call to action (CTA). You create

What is an AB split and why should you care?

you use a bolder color—red. You get the results back,

a direct mailing with your usual messaging, images, and CTA.

and to your surprise, the brighter, bolder background

Then for 25% of your list, you add “limited time offer!” Everything

actually gets a lower response than your control.

A S YO U P R E PA R E YO U R A B T E S T S , H E R E A R E A F E W T H I N G S T O K E E P I N M I N D :

Compare within the same

Keep cross-campaign comparisons

campaign, not to previous

relative. If you want to test multiple

Test one element at a time. If you

campaigns. Different days, times,

elements, you may need to look back

change more than one element,

and seasons can impact the results.

at previous campaigns. When you do,

how will you know which one is

Even the control you run in the

compare the lift of each test against

responsible for the changes?

spring might get different results

its corresponding control. This way, the

in the fall, even though everything

results aren’t being influenced by factors

else remains the same.

not related to your campaign (such as
current events, weather, and holidays).
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AB testing is a powerful tool to help you refine your marketing campaigns and get the best
possible results. It’s a skill that takes practice, but there is no better time than now!
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Using Infographic-Style
Layouts in Print

T

ext plays a critical role in more in-

it is to protect their homes. You could

depth education and persuasion,

tell them that homes without security

but when trying to initially engage your

systems are 2.7 times more likely to be

audience, infographic-style layouts

burglarized or that a fire department

can be hard to beat.

responds to a fire every 24 seconds.

Let’s say you are selling home security
systems. In your marketing copy, you

Or, you could create a postcard that
looks like this:

could tell people how important

Infographics are one of the most powerful influencers in digital
marketing, but did you know that the same characteristics that make
infographics so popular can be applied to your print marketing, too?
Infographics are layouts that tell a story in pictures. Usually, they
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These graphics tell the story more quickly and powerfully than

BODY COPY.
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you could in words. How could you use infographic-style layouts
in your print marketing to give your message more punch?
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Let’s look at the use of wide-format graphics in different market verticals...

In addition to bright, attention-getting signage and displays, consider advertising

RETAIL

your next in-store promotion with custom wall murals or giant window graphics.
Use floor graphics like spring flowers to help customers navigate their way to the
latest fashion arrivals or dollar signs to help them find the clearance section.

Any kind of medical treatment can be scary, especially for kids. Transform your
waiting room into a tropical jungle or undersea adventure that will bring kids

HEALTHCARE

joy and alleviate fear. You can also use wide-format graphics for important
communications, such as blood drive announcements, disease prevention and
treatment illustrations, and floor plans and evacuation route maps.

You’re a small salon competing with larger retail chains. Imagine having the interior

SALONS AND CAFÉS

of your shop filled with branded graphics and unique artwork. Suddenly, you look
like a wildly successful high-end boutique.

In what ways

If

Nothing makes a passerby more hungry than a giant window graphic of a mouth-

RESTAURANTS

could wide-format
graphics boost

you have a brick-and-mortar location,

watering sandwich or piece of pizza. Don’t just say, “We have great food!” Show
them how delicious it is. Get their mouths watering from across the street!

your visibility?

whether it’s a café or an accounting
office, how do you stand out in a sea of

other storefronts? How do you get your in-store

EMPLOYEE
COMMUNICATIONS

promotion noticed above the noise of all the other
retail activity?

Create compliance posters, employee awareness displays, or “employee of the
month” announcements. Design custom wall murals that turn the break room into a
warm, friendly environment that makes your employees feel valued.

One of the most important tools in this quest is
wide-format graphics. Oversized projects like signs,
banners, and wall murals can be colorful and bold,
Take your advertising on the road! Wrap your company vehicles in branded graphics

and due to their size, they attract attention from

MOBILE GRAPHICS

great distances away. Did you know that 76% of con-

expose your messaging to many people who might not have seen it any other way.
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sumers say they have walked into a store because a
wide-format sign caught their interest?

that tell your story every time you pull that vehicle out of the parking lot—and
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START
EARLY

the budget is to

When you see pieces

your priorities are.

time you have to

discover right before

you like, keep them in a

Establish the essential

find the right balance

the deadline that your

folder so that you have

elements upfront,

between design and

design won’t fold

a library of inspiration

then fill in around

cost. You want to

correctly or that one of

to draw from. A physical

them. Regardless of

apply your budget

the finishes will delay

piece not only sparks

your budget, ensure

to great finishes and

the project an extra

creative ideas, but it

that your highest

print options, not rush

week because it has

helps us better advise

priorities will be met.

charges and last-

to be sent out. Work

you on costs and flag

minute alterations.

backwards, starting

design ideas that might

with the finishing, to

be problematic.

is not only beautiful
but can be completed
by your deadline.

projects must stay within budget.
Here are five ideas for maximizing

and personalized spot varnishes,

your creativity without breaking

the possibilities are endless.

the bank.

Know going into

your project, the more

At the same time, marketing

the page to intricate laser die-cuts

PRIORITIZE

An easy way to kill

ensure that your design

the project what

BE FLEXIBLE
Talk with us along
the way. Once we
understand your project
goals and priorities,
we can help you
balance your creative
instincts with cost.
There might be times
we can substitute a
house paper rather than
a special order stock
without compromising
the aesthetic, for
example, or use a spot
aqueous varnish rather
than UV without
negatively impacting
your marketing goals.

Design in print
is fun! Consult
with us early
and often. We
can help you
maximize your
creativity and
stay within
budget!
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pieces. From colors that leap off

KEEP
AN IDEA
LIBRARY

The earlier you start

Print offers a dazzling array of options Print is, after all, the medium for art.
for creating eye-popping marketing

WORK
BACKWARDS
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